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In January 1976 the prospect of two new small youth hostels in redundant village schools in North Yorkshire was
discussed in YHA’s Yorkshire Region News:
Planning permission for change of use has now been obtained for two new hostel projects in North Yorkshire. In
Lockton the Association has just purchased the Old Primary School. A budget has been prepared, surveys made
and plans drawn for adaptation to a 20-bed self-cooking hostel, a grant of £2,500 having been made from the
National Small Hostels Reserve Fund. It is two miles from the former Staindale hostel.
In Dalton, south of Thirsk and near to the River Swale, the former school is being made available by courtesy of
the owner, Mr Moxon, who lives in the neighbouring schoolhouse. This will be a small simple grade hostel and
should be available to accommodate 22 visitors and have a reasonably sized members’ kitchen cum dining room
cum common room.

Though the scheme in Dalton came to nothing, the Lockton plan was successful. Originally built in 1860, the school
was purchased freehold on 20th October 1976 for £2,500, and vested in the YHA Trust.
The aim was to open the hostel 1977: brief details were given in a supplement to the 1977 Handbook. Hostelling
News stated that the hostel would probably open on 1st November of that year. The warden of Marsden hostel,
Richard Bell (later of Broadstairs and Margate hostels), helped prepare the hostel, along with Hull Group
volunteers. As so often with YHA’s new premises, arrangements took longer than planned. Members’ actual first use
coincided with the official opening a few months later, on Saturday 11th March 1978, a legacy being used to
supplement the Small Hostels Fund.

The Yorkshire Region annual report, 1978, celebrated the official opening of Lockton hostel on 11th March that year.
Speaking is the Chairman of the North York Moors National Park Committee. (YHA Archive)

It was a simple 24-bed hostel. The first warden was Nan Dunnington, who had taught at the school previously.
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Two views of Lockton youth hostel when it was relatively new.
1: the first image dates from 1982. As so often, parish church and church school were to be found adjacent; 2: in this postcard
view by Dixon, the common room is nearest the camera, while small dormitories occupy the further rooms. The low annexe
between the main building and the tree housed the members’ kitchen and toilets, and has been extensively rebuilt in recent
years. A small car park now occupies the playground area behind the fence, and is accessed from the road to the rear.
(YHA Archive)

Ann Hoggard took over the wardenship about 1987, staying for ten years or so before she retired.
Improvements came to the little hostel in the early 1990s. YHA News of April 1992 advised:
Visitors to Lockton this summer will be able to avail themselves of more in the way of mod-cons. A shower has
been fitted over the winter, in conjunction with various repair jobs. This is a very good case of combined efforts
achieving a useful end result. Funding has come from Ryedale District Council, the North York Moors National
Park, the Countryside Commission, the Small Hostels Fund, and volunteer fund raising. There has also been
volunteer effort with some of the work.
At Lockton we hope to invite all the funding bodies to view the new work and hold an open day for the local
residents and visitors to the National Park.
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Meanwhile, YHA was planning new ideas towards the efficient running of smaller hostels in the quieter months by
extending its newly-introduced Rent-a-Hostel scheme. YHA News of November 1992 announced:
Slaidburn is to join Earby, Ellingstring and Lockton on the Rent-a-Hostel scheme this winter. A leaflet is
available. Other hostels on this scheme are Acomb and Bellingham in Northumberland, and Cockermouth and
Coniston Coppermines in the Lake District.

The promised open day would be held the following year, on Saturday 17th April 1993:
This small hostel in the North York Moors has recently been improved by the addition of a shower, a different
heating system, and a number of minor changes to the building. There are plans to show representatives of the
bodies who kindly funded these works what has been done, and to let local residents and visitors to the area see
inside this simple hostel.
The hostel will be open in the afternoon from about 1.30 till 4.30. You are assured of a warm welcome with the
kettle on for tea or coffee.

Radical changes were coming to youth hostels in the mid-1990s, especially regarding the provision of greater
comfort, privacy and security. The hostel’s capacity, originally 24 beds, had risen briefly to 28 by 1990, but reverted
to 22 in 1998 and 21 in 2004. YHA News of Summer 1996 explained that the ladies’ toilets at Lockton had been
refurbished to provide more room and more privacy for washing, while the Winter 1997-98 edition described how
locks were being fitted to dormitory doors at a number of Northern Region isolated hostels, including Lockton,
Black Sail, Byrness, Ellingstring, Ennerdale and Honister – chiefly in response to the high-profile case of the brutal
murder of Caroline Dickinson in a French village youth hostel in 1996. These measures were the precursors to the
much more secure and private conditions found in YHA hostels today.
The link with the life of the old village school was maintained when Nan Dunnington’s pupil, Jenny Bradley, later
Jenny Bentley, took over from Ann Hoggard in 1997, staying as manager for twenty years.
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1: this photograph from the time of the hostel’s opening shows the old hostel entrance and contrasts well with image number 6
on the page four. The high wall on the left enclosed a tiny schoolyard space within the acute angle formed with the back lane.
Into this space were crammed the toilets for the school and the early hostel. The 2005 development allowed for the whole of
this back area to be imaginatively redesigned within the limitations of space. One new extension was allowed – a square-build
self-catering kitchen in the area between the tree and the main school block. It was constructed using recycled bricks;
2: Regular Dutch YHA hosteller Marjan Roskes photographed hostel manager Jenny Bradley (on right) with guests
in the lounge while visiting Yorkshire in 1999 (YHA Archive)

The hostel might have been one of many victims of closure during YHA’s difficult financial years after the Foot and
Mouth epidemic of 2001, had it not been for a remarkable development. YHA worked with Harton-based
architects Eco Arc which specialised in ecological building design and came up with an imaginative rescue plan.
Group Hostels manager Tim Butcher, then responsible for hostels in York, Helmsley and Lockton, said: ‘The
redevelopment is part of YHA’s ambition to be at the forefront of sustainable tourism. The 225 youth hostels in
England and Wales have faced a tough task to attract visitors in recent years. Now health and safety legislation has
meant that it has not been viable to upgrade many hostels in old buildings, with several forced to close’.
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1-2: two streetside views of the refurbished, ecologically sensitive hostel in November 2012;
3-6: further views from 2017 – 3: the old schoolroom is now the cosy hostel lounge;
4: the little triangular enclosed space has been turned into an attractive picnic area;
5: the internal lobby area; 6: the hostel entrance, much rebuilt in 2004-2005 (author’s photographs)

Lockton hostel was closed in 2004 while it was extensively refurbished, reopening in March 2005 as YHA’s first
Green Beacon hostel under European Union’s Eco-Label criteria for business. It featured solar powered showers,
rainwater for flushing toilets, sheep’s wool insulation, and living roof. Yorkshire Post of 10th March 2005 explained:
Youth hostel gets eco-friendly makeover, by Paul Jeeves
With walls stuffed full of sheep’s wool for insulation, a garden roof for a mini-wildlife sanctuary and a toilet
which produces compost, a Yorkshire youth hostel has become one of Britain’s most eco-friendly places to stay.
Amid a growing boom in green tourism, the £250,000 redevelopment of the hostel in the village of Lockton in
North Yorkshire has seen a host of gadgets installed to safeguard the environment. Solar panels on the roof
generate electricity, rainwater is used to flush the toilets and organic paint has even been used on the walls.
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Lockton is the first eco-friendly hostel in England and Wales, and managers of the Youth Hostels Association
(YHA) hope it will help increase visitor numbers by more than 50 per cent.
YHA Lockton, which officially opens today, had seen 2,000 people stay each year before it closed for the
refurbishment last September, but the annual figure is now expected to top 3,000.
Jenny Bentley, the manager of YHA Lockton for the last eight years, has overseen the transformation. Mrs
Bentley, who lives in Lockton, admitted that the eco-friendly theme had rubbed off on her home life. She said:
‘We are hoping that people will come here and see what we have done and go home and try it out for themselves.
It has been very interesting watching it happen, and the end result is marvellous. ‘I am a lot more aware of the
environment now. My husband was complaining the other day that I never leave lights on at home any more.’

The project was helped with funding from the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. The new
hostel featured 21 beds in four rooms, including one specially adapted for wheelchair access. Showers and toilets,
originally packed into an outside space, were now indoors and fitted with motion detectors to switch on lights only
when needed. One of the toilets was able to produce compost, to be used in the village. The final bill was described
variously as £190,000 or £250,000.
Lockton Youth Hostel is situated in a conservation area on the southern edge of North York Moors National Park.
Formerly Britain’s smallest self-catering hostel, it has been redeveloped as the first YHA Green Beacon facility; the
Association’s blueprint for the eco-renovation of existing building stock. Working with architects, Eco Arc, LEDA
has ‘retro-fitted’ the red brick hostel – insulating the walls and roof, introducing rainwater recycling and installing
photovoltaic and solar panels – as well as adding a fully accessible kitchen extension. The project is multi-awardwinning; its most recent accolade being an International Green Apple Award.
Lockton Hostel was renamed YHA Dalby Forest in March 2013.
In 2016 a new usage arrangement was introduced, with the hostel
being run as a satellite from YHA Whitby (and for a time YHA
York), providing mainly for private-hire bookings. Nevertheless,
families and individuals were catered for over the high summer
periods of 2017 to 2019, when the capacity was temporarily
reduced to 18 to account for volunteer wardens.
Left: Lockton youth hostel stamp

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1978-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
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1743
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1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2630

2132

2921*

2532

2890

2595

2496

2147

2634
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2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2346

1114

2183

2103

1248

3056

3066

2424

1738

1632

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1474

2012+

2441+

2283+

2366+

3224+

3050+

2436+

2248+

1962+
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